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Fighting fire with fire

Grant program offers
students the edge they need

Firefighters new and old train by starting
their own house fires. | PHOTO ESSAY, p.2

| NEWS, p. 3
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Cashing
in early

"Where the devil
fears to run'

Author of
'Getting Loaded'
comes to campus

Firefighters train
for the real thing

By Wesley Huffmaster
Staff writer

By Casey Altman
"My name is Bill Wayne, like John Wayne,"
said a man in a navy blue tee shirt. Wayne is the
deputy fire chief with the Statesboro Bulloch
County Fire Department, Register District.
"You're in for a fun time tonight," he said
while pulling out his firefighting arsenal. "Tonight we're going where the devil fears to run,
Wednesday night the fire department set up
a simulated house fire behind their station off
of Highway 301.
The department does these burns once
every couple months to go over basic firefighting techniques. This serves as both a review
for the veterans and a learning process for the
rookies
Three members of The George-Anne Daily
staff got to experience this training first hand.
Chief Scott Ard has been fighting fires for 32
years. "I just love doing it," he saidbefore shouting
orders out to the other volunteer firefighters that
were preparing for the night's burns.
According to Ard, the fire department purchased the three containers used for the burns
two years ago.
The set up was simple. The containers were
arranged in a horseshoe shape where the one
in the middle was actually on top of the other
two. They loaded pallets in the back of one of
the bottom containers, sprayed them with diesel
fuel and lit them on fire.
see FIRE, page 2

Students put on the spot by Pastor Donnie
By Rachel McDaniel
Executive editor

Grayson Hoffman/STAFF

Above: Donnie Morris'brother, Brent Morris, joins in the
religion discussion Monday afternoon on campus.
Right: Pastor Donnie talks religion with Sebastian Moore
on campus Monday.
www.gadaily.com

"This year he told me that I am GSU's number one pervert and
that I have super-gonorrhea three."

Campus -was full of whoremongers,
fornicators and masturbators yesterday as •
Pastor Donnie Morris made his yearly visit
to Georgia Southern.
"You are going to hell," Morris told stu- one perverts and talks about other religious
dents in an attempt to get their attention near sects, like Muslims and the Koran saying
the Russell Union rotunda yesterday.
they are people who spread the word by the
A large crowd formed around him and sword and they are going to hell."
his brother Brent Morris as they talked with
Freddie Holloway has been with the
students about the Lord and read passages
from the Bible. Several students were upset
by some of the statements made, and one
student left in handcuffs after striking Pastor Morris in the face and knocking him to
the ground.
"As soon as I leave here, I'm going to try
to go get him out ofj ail," said Morris. "I didn't
want to press charges, but the university
went ahead and pressed charges. I've never
been hit here before, but I have been hit at
other places where we speak."
Junior Andre Mastrogiacomo stopped to
see the action after a student in the crowd
attacked Morris.
"I've seen him here on campus before,
but I never actually stopped to listen to him,"
said Mastrogiacomo. "Some guy took him
to the ground and the police arrested the
student. The officer said they were having
a disagreement."
"Basically, he says everyone is going to
hell," said Mastrogiacomo. "He calls every-

Lee Sellinger
Senior GSU student

university police for 15 years, and has been
on duty to protect campus ministers for
several years.
"I'm surprised something worse hasn't
see PREACH, page 2
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"Make a million while you're still
young enough to enjoy it."
That's the tag line on Peter G. Bielagus' new book "Getting Loaded."
Many people dream of having a
rich and lavish lifestyle, a lifestyle with
money to turn your whims into reality.
No one can deny that it most often
takes years of hard work and dedication to achieve such lofty goals.
But what if someone could equip
you with the economic strategy
that would give
you a head start?
Peter G.Bielagus is hoping to do
just that during his
trip to campus this
week.
During any of PeterG. Bielagus
Bielagus'four presentations on campus, he promises to
help make sense of the business world
and help students to jump-start their
finances.
One reviewer of the book claimed
that Bielagus was "one of those few
translators" who explains the ins and
outs of stocks, bonds and money
markets — a tangled world that can
be so intimidating to a young student
working his or her way out of debt.
Once a college student over $5000
in debt by the end ofhis freshman year,
Bielagus knows how challenging life
can be. The presentation is designed
to show students exactly what he did,
step by step, and how he got his life
on track.
"It takes a special gift to motivate
students, but that is exactly what Peter
is able to do as he "'works' the crowd,"
saidElieG.Cochran, director of community relations at Derryfield School,
host of a former presentation.
"His flexible style is suited to any
audience and he knows how to engage
them with the simplest questions."
The presentations will take place
on Tuesday, Sept.19 at 3:30 p.m. and
7 p.m. in room 1915 of the Nessmith-Lane Building, and Wednesday,
Sept.30 at 3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the
Russell Union Ballroom.
For more information, visit his
website at http://www.peterspeaks..
com/.

INSIDE

Spain battles
bullfighting issue
Studies show Spain's bullfighting audience is getting
old — younger generation
uninterested. I BRIEFS, p.3

Grayson HoffmanJSTAFF
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Fire

boots, insulated pants and jackets, hoods, the fire. Whitehead demonstrated by using
helmets, gloves, air tanks, face pieces and a straight shot of water in a "Z" pattern
from page 1

Ard points out a heat line on the side
of one of the containers. This is where the
fire got hot enough to melt off the paint.
He said that inside the container the fire

Grayson Hoffman/STAFF

from the top two corners across the bottom
corners of the back of the container.
This was used to cool and separate the
gases in the thermal lair safely. If he had
used a wide shot of water, it would bring
the thermal lair down on the firefighters
steaming them.

When the first group came out, they
took off their gear and passed itto the people
in the next group that needed the gear. By
the last burn the thermal lair had reached
is hotter than the bottom of the container. at least 900 degrees. Steam could be seen
niacs," said Captain Brant Bunch.
In truth, this training was for all the Once the thermal lair reaches 500 degrees rising from the sleeves of the firefighters.
volunteer fire fighters, five of whom are the gas can catch fire, creating rollover. Flames rolled out the door.
students at Georgia Southern and Ogeechee The metal of the containers pops as heat
When they finished, the fire was extinguished. Hoses were put back on the
Technical College. After spending more expands the sides.
Whitehead and Roberts taught fire trucks. Gear was cleaned, and another set of
than an hour setting up, the volunteers were
ready to gear up and light the fire. They wore behavior and techniques for putting out firefighters were ready to handle the heat.
is controllable.
"We can build a fire that runs out the
door," he said. "Everyone has done this at
least once, and some of us are just pyroma-

Firefighters test their nerves against 1,000 degree heat.

regulators.
Six volunteers go into the container at
a time. Captain Donnie Roberts and Chris
Whitehead led the groups. The first burn
was for the rookies and not as hot as the later
burns. They crawled inside on their hands
and knees, with Ard yelling instructions
from the outside.
They waited for a thermal lair to develop
in the top. This is where the top of the
container fills with smoke and gasses. It

A firefighter closes the door to accumulate as much smoke and heat as possible to simulate a real fire.

Grayson Hoffman/STAFF

Left: firefighters
back out of the
fire to stay below
the thermal layer,
which can reach
temperatures of
1,500 degrees.

Jamie Tuten/STAFF

Captain Scott Ard puts on his gear.The mandatory dress time limit is two minutes, but
Ard is able to prepare in 55 seconds.

Jamie Tuten/STAFF

Left: A thermal heat
meter that firefighters use to detect
dangerous flames.

Jamie Tuten/STAFF

Firefighters communicate with
hand signals and
key words while
keeping oxygen
levels down with
breathing techniques.

Grayson Hoffman/STAFF

Right: Bill Wayne
helps our cameraman secure his facemask.

Grayson Hoffman/STAFF

Firefighters show
their pride by sewing September 11
patches onto their
gear.

Grayson Hoffman/STAFF

Firefighters control heat and smoke from the outside of the containers using variations of water
pressure.
Grayson Hoffman/STAFF

FOR MORE HEAT, CHECK OUT MORE FIRE PHOTOS AT WWW.GADAILY.COM
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POLICE BEAT
09-15-2006
• Sean Lee Harris, 20, of Eagle
Village, was charged with misdemeanor possession of marijuana.
• Jessie Lee Long, 19, of Eagle Village, was charged with violation
. of the Georgia Controlled Substances Act and misdemeanor
possession of marijuana.
• A student reported his bicycle
was missing from the Eagle
Village bike rack.
• A student reported his vehicles
mirrorwasdamagedintheEagle
Village parking lot.
• A student reported his wallet
was taken from the RAG
09-16-2006
• Andrew Gordon Dodson, 20,
ofStatesboro Place Apartments,
Statesboro, was charged with
minor in possession of alcohol,
theft by taking, criminal interference with government property and disorderly conduct.
• Linton Forrest Harvey, 19, of
Highway 280 West, Pembroke,
Ga., was charged with minor in
possession ofalcohol, disorderly
conduct and obstruction of an
officer.
• Parker Wayne Pittillo, 18, of
Eagle Village, was charged
with possession of a dangerous
drug, possession of a Schedule I
substance and original container
required.
• A University Office of Public
Safety patrol vehicle was damaged while it wasparkedat Eagle
Village.
09-17-2006
• Henry Anthony Kelly, 57, of
Forest Oaks, St. Simons Island,
Ga., was charged with DUI.
09-18-2006
• Andrew Gordon Dodson, 20,
ofStatesboro Place Apartments,
Statesboro, was charged with
criminal trespass and obstruction of an officer.

GSU alum 'Plays with Bears' on the trail

GSU News Service

Georgia Southern alum Kenith
Threatte, also known as Plays With
Bears, has been on the Appalacian
Trail since he graduated in May with
a BS in computer science.
"I encountered and triumphed
over many obstacles; rocks, steep
terrain, foot fungus, blisters, overexcited chipmunks and even bad
weather," said Threatte. "I thought
that all I really had to do was keep a
positive attitude and hike. Little did
I know what lay in store for me."
Threatte started hiking on June
17, starting at Mt. Katahdin in
Maine. He has traveled nearly 900
miles since then, according to his
father, Greg Threatte. He said Plays
with Bears is currently hiking south
on the Appalachian Trail.
Each year close to 2,000 hikers

attempt to traverse the entire 2,176
mile trail in one season, and roughly
20 percent make it. In 2005, only 46
hikers successfully completed the
hike from Maine to Georgia.
By the time Threatte had traveled
120 miles, he already had to cross six
rivers. Threatte hikes from 10 to 23
acres a day. His diet consists of simple
items like rice and noodles.
"I burn close to 7000 calories
per day," said Threatte. "As a result
I have already lost 15 pounds and
two inches even though I came
close to gorging myself in several
small towns."
Threatte has hiked with hikers
from as far away as California and
as close as Savannah.
"Everyone is part of the hiker
family with brothers and sisters
sharing in a great and wonderful
experience," said Threatte.

Special Photo

GSU alum Kenith Threatte wades through the Hudson River after four months of hiking. He has traveled from Mt.
Katahdin in Maine in an attempt to complete the 2,176 mile Appalachian Trail.

Grant program could give students edge they need

GSU to implement cultural and political program through the next four years
By Hanadi Istambouli
Staff writer

Most college students look for an
edge they might acquire in order to
jump-start their careers.
Georgia Southern is participating
in a grant-funded program in an effort
to build community among the three
largest countries in North America.
The prestigious and competitive,
grant program is funded by the U.S.
Department of Education.
"We developed this grant to educate a new generation ofleaders so that
they might be trained to recognize and
understand the political, social and
cultural dynamics-andpotential solutions-underlying the many problems
of North American integration," said
Debra Sabia, professor in the political
science department
The award of $1,071,000 over
the next four years will be used to
implement the program, which will

be shared by GSU, Bowling Green
State University, the Universidad
Veracruzana, the Universidad de
Sonora, Wilfrid Laurier University
and Mount Allison University.
The grant includes two initiatives:
the first is to develop a new academic
component to be included in GSU s
American Studies program.
Professors at all participating
universities will provide video conference lectures on selected North
American topics.
The second initiative of the grant
will assist GSU students in developing
regional specialization and language
proficiency by offering a study abroad
experience in Canada or Mexico.
By early spring 2007, students
should be informed of their opportunities for study abroad.
"The activities supported by this
grant exemplify our commitment to
providing students with an education
that bridges theory with practice and

extends the learning environment
beyond the classroom," said Nancy
Shumaker, director of the Center for
International Studies.
"Students will develop professional skills and intercultural competencies that will enable them to become
leaders in the political, economic and
social spheres of our society."
GSU will be sending students
interested in studying internationally
to our partner university Universidad
Veracruzana.
"I think students from the econ
department, as well as anyone interested in international affairs, will
get involved," said junior Brandon
Keenan.
According to Sabia, winning
funding for the grant is huge news
for GSU.
"If this grant is successful, it will
become a model for the rest of the
country. The federal government is
seeking to transplant a successful

North American initiative to other
universities in the U.S.," she said.
Hundreds of U.S. universities
entered grant proposals for the federal
competition and onlytwo universities
were chosen.
"These particular grants are very

competitive, but the proposal from
GSU was worthy of being awarded."
Students interested in finding
out more information can contact
Shumaker or Sabia or contact the
International Studies Department at
912-681-0332.

&reekWeek'Ot>
September 25 - September 30
Monday September 25th

Opening Ceremony &Toga Contest 4pm—5pm @ Rotunda
Greek God and Goddess Competition 7pm-9pm @ Legends
Money Wars 10am-4pm @ Rotunda
Banner Competition

Tuesday September 26th

Yell Like Hell 5pm @ Russell Union Ballroom
Money Wars 10am-4pm @ Rotunda

Wednesday September 27th

"The Greek Life is Right"Game Show 7pm-9pm @ Russell Union Theatre
Money Wars 10am-4pm @ Rotunda
American Red Cross Blood Drive 10am-4pm @ Kappa Delta House

Thursday September 28th

Greek Olympics & Barbeque 5pm-9pm @ Greek Row
Money Wars 10am-4pm @ Rotunda
American Red Cross Blood Drive 10am-4pm @ Kappa Delta House

Saturday September 30th

Greek Week Car Wash 10am-3pm @ Rum Runners
Closing Ceremony 5:30pm @ Rotunda

More

men

and

women

on

the

front

lines

are

surviving

life-threatening

injuries

We way stand out
but we never stand alone!

than ever before for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a
U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the most advanced training and have access to the
best medical technology on the planet. And whether you're treating Airmen on foreign
soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that training to use.

American
Red Cross

If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online.

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRF0RCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

Together, we caa save a life

Habitat

for Humanity4
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From Universal Press Syndicate

■ Questionable judgments
• Darrell Rodgers, 40, was treated at Bloomington (Ind.)
Hospital in August after shooting himself in the left knee
because he felt he had to try something to end the pain there
(pain possibly from having shot himself in that knee 10 years
earlier).
•Electrician PaulTrotman, 51, was arrested in Clay County,
Fla., in August after allegedly rigging an electrical device to
shock a 3 1/2-year-old boy who lived withTrotman and his
wife, after Trotman got fed up that the boy was constantly
urinating on electrical outlets just to see sparks fly.

Recent alarming headlines
•"Shooting Reported at Firing Range"(an August story
on mischief at Shooter's Choice, in The State newspaper of
Columbia, S.C.).
•"Hong Kong Man Found Being Eaten Alive by Maggots" (an August story in the Sydney Morning Herald about
a 67-year-old man who was discovered just in time and is
recovering).

Denis Doyle/MCT

• "Asheville Corrections Official Sent to Prison for Sex
With Inmate" (an August story in the Winston-Salern Journal,
which seems like welcomed punishment for the official, but
actually it was a female official who had sex with a male and
was shipped to a women's prison).

People enter the Las Ventas bullring in Madrid, Spain, in July 2006. Bull fighting does not command the attention is used to in the country.

Bullfighting is uphill battle in Spain

In the corrals behind the Las Ventas
bullring, the incenseof morning coffee
and cigars mingles with the barnyard
smells of agitated animals. Agents ofthe
three matadors scheduled to perform
in this evenings corrida have gathered
to pick the six bulls that will be fought
and killed.
'. After six are selected, they are paired
in three lots oftwo, a balancing process
that demands a great deal ofknowledge
about the fighting habits of bulls.
When Ernest Hemingway described the scene in 1932 s "Death in
the Afternoon," the numbers of each
pair were scribbled on three cigarette
papers. The papers-were then crumpled
and dropped in a cap. These days,
slightly more official slips of paper

are used.
"The man who holds the cap shakes
it, and each representative puts in a
brown hand and draws out a tightrolled cigarette paper," Hemingway
wrote. "They unroll them, read them,
perhaps take a final look at the two
bulls they have drawn and go off to
the hotel to find the matador and tell
him what he has to kill." Or these days,
they might just call the matador on a
cell phone. But other than that, little
has changed since Hemingway's time
in the tradition-bound world of Spanish bullfighting, which is the problem
because a lot has changed in Spain.
Bullfighting no longer commands
the national stage the way it did in the
era of Manolete, who was fatally gored

in 1947, or the great Juan Belmonte,
who retired in 1936.
The names of today's top matadors,
Enrique Ponce and Julian Lopez — "El
Juli" — are not nearly as familiar to
Spaniards as Rafael Nadal, the tennis
sensation, or Ronaldinho, the Brazilian
soccer star who plays for Barcelona,
nor do matadors attract the kind of
corporate sponsorship that is showered
upon a Nadal or Ronaldinho.
Bullfighting's audience is getting
old. The typical aficionado is a 40-plus
male, said Paco Delgado, bullfighting
critic for Spanish public radio.
Marketing surveys show the number of Spaniards who said they have
no interest in bullfighting has risen
to more than 70 percent from about

40 percent in 1970. Among young
people, the lack of interest is even more
pronounced.
This has resulted in reduced television coverage, which in turn means new
audiences are not exposed to the lore
and spectacle of the corrida.
The one group that has become
much more interested in bullfighting
is the animal rights lobby. It sees the
killing of bulls as inherently cruel and
has lobbied aggressively to outlaw what
it describes as the "torture" of animals
for sport.
To the true aficionado, bullfighting
is neither torture nor sport. It is an
artistic performance with it own arcane
rites, rituals and vocabulary.

Creme de la weird
• A recent documentary produced for Australia's Channel
4 (and described in a July story in Sydney's Daily Telegraph)
caught up with a Ukrainian woman, now 23, who had been
"forgot(ten)" by her mother and father and raised by dogs
until discovered at age 8. Oxana Malaya (one of about 100
known feral children) has the tested mental age of 6, stilted
speech and an uncoordinated gait, and still buries any gifts
she receives and runs into the woods when she is upset.
For the camera, Malaya showed she can still bark, run on
all fours, pant with her tongue out and dry herself off by
shaking.

Least competent person
• Kaleb E. Spangler, 21, was badly hurt by fireworks in
August when, according to his girlfriend, he decided to
duct-tape a large "mortar-style" explosive onto a football
helmet, put it on and light it, while riding with friends in a
car. According to a story in the Herald-Times of Bloomington, Ind., alcohol was involved in Spangler's decision.

ONLY $4499'
MONTH

FOR

Get up to 6 Mbps of Internet speed with Frontier High-Speed Internet ONLY.
It's the same great high-speed Internet

Here's what you'll get:

service that we offer with our packages,

■ Fast and easy installation. It comes right through your existing phone jack
so there are no holes to drill and no cables to run.

but without the dial tone. Perfect for
apartments, dorm rooms, and students.

Speedier downloads up to 3 Mbps or 6 Mbps—up to 2 times faster than cable Internet.
An always-on connection—no waiting to dial up or log on.

9 FULL MONTHS!

Get

tor
per month more.

*plusmonthlycharge°f S39'

Instant access to WebCT, GoSOLAR, research sites, music, videos, e-mail and instant messaging.
The best value in high-speed Internet access without any extra services you don't yet need.

So save a few bucks for that extra pepperoni. Call 681-3634 today.

frontier
76 E. Grady St. I www.Frontier.MyWay.com

©2006 Citizens Communications Company. Offer limited to students in Statesboro GA only and expires 9/30/06. Verification of full-time enrollment status is required. A 9-month term commitment is required; if service is canceled before 9 months, your account will be charged a cancellation fee of S200.
Service subject to availability, line qualification, and Frontier's Acceptable Use Policy. Maximum speeds vary. Additional taxes and surcharges apply. Some restrictions may apply.
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NATIONAL NEWS

The Internet is the new street
corner for Web-sawy prostitutes
Dressed in a revealing halter-top,
the 28-year-old woman sits in handcuffs on a motel-room bed in Des
Plaines, 111. Nearby, undercover police
officers examine her modern-day tool
of the trade: an Apple iBook.
"Show us your Web site," demands
Cmdr. Matt Hicks. "We know you are
on there."
Such encounters underscore the
new public face of an old profession.
Instead of flashing their skin on a
street corner, women can work from
a motel, armed with a cellphone and
a laptop computer.
Traditionally, prostitutes who
billed themselves as escorts advertised
in alternative weeklies, entertainment-oriented magazines and other
publications. Now a simple Web site
can be launched for less than the price
of a print ad, authorities said.
"The Internet is the street corner of
this Century," said Sgt. Gary Darrow,
head of special investigations for the
Schaumburg (111.) Police Department. "It's easy, its anonymous and
its free."
As a result, police throughout the
suburbs said the Web is fueling a prostitution business that isboth difficult
to detect and hard to enforce.
Across the country, police are
focusing on the Internet. In Pennsylva-

nia, 12 women were recently charged
with prostitution after an investigation into advertisements they posted
online. Similar stings have been conducted in San Francisco, Baltimore,
Oklahoma City and elsewhere.
In the suburbs, prostitution arrests are few and far between. The
time and effort it takes to execute a
successful bust, combined with the
limited resources of many suburban
departments, have long kept prostitution low on the list of priorities, some
suburban police officials admit.
Police in Des Plaines, for example,
handled more than 150 reports about
prostitution in 2005 but made only
three arrests, according to Hicks,
who said that unless investigators
conduct an undercover sting, it's difficult to gather enough evidence to
press charges. Prostitution is a Class A
misdemeanor, so the end often doesn't
justify the means, police said.
"To get a felony (charge), you'll
have to go get her again" through
a repeat offense, said Elgin Police
Sgt. Jeff Adam. "That means you are
essentially burning an undercover
officer and an undercover car. Sure, a
prostitution bust is exciting (but)... its
not always worth the effort."
Robyn Few, founder of the San
Francisco-based Sex Workers Out-

reach Project, said suburban
prostitution rings are run in ways
similar to any small independent
business.
"The Internet gave women and
men a tool to become their own
boss," she said. "Ilookatprostitutes
as entrepreneurs. People go into
business for themselves."
Many prostitutes tour the
country, staying in a motel in or
near a city for one to two weeks
at a time, Few said. Others work
out of their homes or for regional
sex services that use computers to
advertise, land clients and make
appointments.
"They have elaborate screening
systems where they can virtually
keep police out," Few said. "You
need references, a number. The
smart girls aren't getting busted."
One popular Web site within
the sex trade, police said, is Craigslist, a top online marketplace that
allows users to list items for saleeverything from cars to concert
tickets.
There's also a section for "erotic
services," where messages and
racy pictures are routinely posted
alongside offers of sex. To appear
legal, the prostitutes request donations in return for services.

Download Homecoming 2006 King and Queen candidate forms and
event entry forms at: www.georgiasouthernhomecoming.com
3:30pm and 7pm- Russell Union Ballroom- College Personal Finance
Boot camp with Peter Bielagus
The Office of Student Leadership will be sponsoring, "All Aboard! How
to Train New Members" in Russell Union 2044 from 5:30pm-6:30pm.
Come jump on board and discuss the best ways to introduce new
members to your organization. Call the office at 871-1435 with any
questions.
6:30pm- Office of Student Activities- Southern Travel Committee
Meeting

Wednesday, September 20th
Download Homecoming 2006 entry forms at: www.georgiasouthernhomecoming.com
3:30pm and 7pm- Union Ballroom- College Personal Finance Boot camp with Peter Bielagus
The Office of Health Education and Promotion will sponsor a Health Careers Forum at 7pm in
Russell Union 2084. Learn about local health professionals and their role in the medical community.
Students will learn how they can be apart ofthe healthcare industry community. Call 871-1732 for any
questions.
8pm- Eagle Entertainment - "CLICK" is being shown in the Russell Union theatre - $2 per person
Southern Adventures will sponsor an adventure movie called, "Touching the Void" in the RAC seminar
room at 8:30pm. The movie is rating F.... for FUN!! Free food and an exciting movie. Call 681-7227 for
any questions.

Thursday, September 21st
Download Homecoming 2006 entry forms at: www.georgiasouthernhomecoming.com
The Multicultural Student Center will sponsor an Immigration Discussion during Hispanic Awareness
Month at 12pm in Russell Union 2080. Discuss how new immigration policies are affecting the
Hispanic population in America. Call 681-5409 for any questions.
7pm- Union Room 2052- Traditions and Spirit Committee Meeting
8pm- Eagle Entertainment - "CLICK" is being shown in the Russell Union theatre - $2 per person

Friday, September 22nd-Monday, Sept. 25th
Download Homecoming 2006 entry forms at: www.georgiasouthernhomecoming.com

Ongoing/Upcoming Opportunities:
Volunteers are wanted to help serve and clean up at the International Conversation Hours put on by
International Programs. Volunteers can meet at the Office of Volunteer Services, RU2022 at 11:15 on
any Friday.
Career Services will be sponsoring, "Dare to Declare" on Wednesday, Sept. 27th from 10am-3pm in
Russell Union 2080 and Russell Union 1st floor computer lab. Attend a series of interactive programs
designed to open the door to your future. Change to win up to $200 in cash. Register to attend online
by Sept. 22nd at http://students.georgiasouthern.edu/career/events
Hispanic Heritage Month Programs
Immigration Discussion - 12:00pm - Russell Union Rm. 2080
Discuss how new immigration policies are affecting the Hispanic population in America.
Movie Night: "Walkout" - 7:00 pm - Russell Union Theater
Walkout is the true story of a young Mexican American high school teacher, and a group of students in
East Los Angeles who stage a peaceful walkout to protest the injustices ofthe public school system
Grayson Hoffman/STAFF

Pastor Donnie talks religion with Sebastian Moore on campus Monday.

Preach

from page 1

happened out here," said Holloway.
"From the words he says, you know
he's going to make people angry."
While some students disagreed
with the words the preachers were
saying, several stopped to ask questions and discuss different aspects of
Christianity.
At one point, the crowd erupted
into song as students joined together
for a spontaneous version of "Jesus

loves the little children."
Senior Adrian White felt that the
police escort was necessary to protect
the campus visitors.
"I feel that he should have police
protection because we live in a
civilized society in a country where
people have a right to express themselves," said White.
Several students who were gathered around the speakers had stopped
to see them when they were on
campus last year.
"He tries to get people to argue
with him, and last year I was really
upset, but this time it's pretty funny,"

STATEMENT
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official student newspaper

ty ads to be run in the G-A

contact: LindseyTreadwell,

and submitted in writing,

newspaper and its archives

must have a NAME, P.O. BOX
and PHONE NUMBER. Ads

Marketing Director, ADS,
(912)681-54i8,ads@georgia-

with the name ofthe

staff by visiting our web

jour/iern.edu; or Bill Neville,
Student Media Coordinator,

phone number. No free

of Georgia Southern Univers-
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through revenue from

the facilities provided by

advertisements placed

GSU.The newspaper is

in the paper and receives

the oldest continuously
published newspaper in

additional support, in part,
from the Student Activities

Bulloch County and States-

Budget Committee.

boro.Ga.The newspaper is
a designated public forum
for the Georgia Southern
University community.The
ideas expressed herein are
those of the editor or the
individual authors and do
not necessarily represent
the views of the Student
Media Advisory Board,
the administration, the
faculty and staff of Georgia
Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The George-Anne is
published four times weekly
(Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday) during most
of the academic year and
six times during summers.
Any questions regarding
content should be directed

said senior Lee Sellinger.
"This year he told me that I am
GSU's number one pervert and I
have super-gonorrhea three," said
Sellinger.
"Last year I was so mad that I
drop-kicked his briefcase and this
year he didn't bring a briefcase."
Morris said his goal is not to save
students, but to get them thinking
so they will go talk to a campus
minister.
"I mostly visit universities because I feel like God called me to
speak to university students," said
Morris.

STUDENTS BEWARE
TheG-Ascreensalladvertisements prior to publication.
The newspaper strives to
accept ads for legitimate
products and services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution when replying
toads —particularly those
which require a credit card
number, other personal
information, or money in
advance ofthe delivery
ofaproduct or service.
Students are also urged to
report to the newspaper
any suspicious offers which
they might see in an ad.
Remember, if an offer seems
too good to be true, it probably is.

to the editor at by phone
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paid for using a major
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NOTICE
Readers may pick up one
free copy, and a second for a
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at distribution sites. Additional copies are 50 cents
each and are available at the
Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of
additional copies from a
distribution site constitutes
theft under Georgia law,
a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or
jail time. Editors will seek
to have any person(s) who
removes more than the
authorized number of cop-
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ADVERTISING
The George-Anne reserves
the right to refuse any advertisement.
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not responsible for any dam-

Visit www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu. It is the goal
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ofthe newspaper to have
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The G-A is distributed free
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CLASSIFIED ADS: Free

cation date.
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FOR MORE INFO, rate
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cards, sample publications,

non-commercial in nature
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of charge on the Georgia
Southern University campus
through delivery sites located in campus buildings,
at off-campus sites, and in
residence halls.

NOTE

HUNGER AND HOMELESSNESS WEEK
Monday, October 2 - Poverty Simulation (by Step Up Savannah), Russell Union Ballroom 4:00-5:30pm.
Reserve your spot by calling 871-1435. Come experience the realities of poverty!
Tuesday, October 3 - Hunger Banquet, 6:00pm in Russell Union Ballroom
Tickets for sale in Russell Union 2022 for $5 or $2 and three canned goods

Download Homecoming 2006 event entry forms at:
www.georgiasouthernhomecoming.com
Join the Homecoming 2006 group on the facebook and
stay in the loop on all Homecoming events.

Important Dates and Deadlines
September 29

Mid-term grades for Freshmen due

October 1

Final deadline for international graduate students to apply
for Spring 2007 admission

October 1

Priority deadline for domestic graduate students to apply for
Spring 2007 admission

October 9

Last day to withdraw without academic penalty

slogans-"Liked by Many,
Cussed by Some, Read by
them All" - from Robert
Williams ofthe Blackshear
Times. Call Bob and he
can tell you who he stole

Academic Standards Committee meeting, 2:00 p.m.

January 4

Residence hall check-in, 1:00 p.m. at the Residence Halls

January 5

Academic Standards Committee meeting, 10:00 a.m.

January 5

New Student Orientation and Registration, Russell Union,
8:00 a.m. NOTE: Enrolled and former students should refer to
WINGS (http://students.georgiasouthern.edu/registrar) for
specific registration times.

October 13-14

Family Weekend

October 20-21

Homecoming - Classes canceled beginning at 2:00 p.m. on
Friday, October 20

January 8

October 23

Registration for Spring 2007 begins (Students should view
WINGS for individual date and time)

Fee payment deadline for Spring Semester 2007 (First Day of
University Classes)

January 8

Classes begin

October 26

Academic Standards Committee meeting, 2:00 p.m.

January 8-11

Drop/Add

November 8

Final date to hold terminal or comprehensive examination,
theses and dissertation defenses

January 12

$100 Late Registration Fee begins

January 15

November 15

Final deadline for domestic graduate students to apply for
Spring 2007 admission

Martin Luther King Holiday - Administrative offices closed
- No classes

January 16

November 15

Deadline to submit electronic theses and dissertations to
College of Graduate Studies for final format review

Attendance Verification Deadline for classes starting January
8-12

January 22

Fee payment deadline for registration or changing
registration during Drop/Add period

February 1

Final deadline for international graduate students to apply
for Summer 2007 admission

February 19

Early Registration for Summer Semester 2007 and Fall
Semester 2007 begins (Students should view WINGS for
individual date and time.)

February 21

Deadline for M.Ed, students to register to take the
comprehensive exams during Spring Semester 2007

November 22-24 Thanksgiving holidays for students - Administrative offices
closed November 23-24 - Residence halls open
November 30

Last day of classes

December 1

Deadline for Spring Semester 2007 Undergraduate
Admission Application

December 1

Reading Day

December 4-7

Final exams

December 7

Deadline to submit final verified (approved) electronic
theses or dissertation to College of Graduate Studies

December 7

Final date for graduate and undergraduate students to apply
for Spring 2007 graduation

February 23

Mid-term grades for Freshmen due

March 1

Priority deadline for international graduate students to
apply for Fall 2007 admission

March 1

Priority deadline for domestic graduate students to apply for
Fall 2007 admission

March 1

Deadline for receipt of Graduate Assistantship Applications
to have priority consideration for Fall Semester 2007

December 8

Residence halls close at 12:00 noon

December 8

Commencement

December 9

Residence halls close at 12:00 noon for students
participating in commencement activities (permission
required)

March 5

Last day to withdraw without academic penalty

December 9

Christmas break forstudents begins

March 12-16

December 12

Employee Tuition Assistance Program registration for Spring
2007, via the web beginning at 3:30 p.m.

Spring break for students - Administrative offices open
- Residence halls open

March 15

Priority deadline for domestic graduate students to apply for
Summer 2007 admission

March 24

Annual Alumni Awards Dinner

We gratefully acknowledge
the theft of one of our

classes
January 3

December 25-29 Christmas Holidays - Administrative offices closed
January 1

New Year's Day Holiday-Administrative offices closed-No

it horn originally. Credit
for the other-"Covering
Campus like A Swarm of
Gnats-goes to G-A alum
Mike Mills.

Brought To The Eagle Nation Each Week By The Division
of Student Affairs and Enrollment Management
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Now you can place your classified ads online... For Commercial
Ads, Visit...

CTHE GEORGE-ANNE

LASS

Crossword

ACROSS
1 Big stinger
5 Weep noisily
9 Closes
14 Regarding
15 HOMES part
16 Medieval
surcoat
17 Bringing back
together
19 Muse of poetry
20 "I and The
Village" painter
22 Pi follower
23 Actress Sandra
24 Peace pipe
26 Taro paste
28 Container for
personal gear
32 Exist
33 Consumer
34 Add to staff
38 Dads
39 Phonies
43 on your life!
44 Choir part
46 Part of a dollar
47 Air circulator
48 Verifies
52 Nev. neighbor
53 Kuerten of
tennis
56 Eisenhower
58 Mont Blanc, e.g.
59 Type of
fibrillation
65 Old hat
67 "My Little __"
68 Actor Stu
69 Blood: pref.
70 Singer
Redbone
71 " of Iwo Jima"
72 Witnessed
73 Pisa's river

1

2

3

.. .and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7 for
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising.
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): visit us
online at...

wWw.gadaily.com/class_ad_sub.php
You must include your names, address and phone number
for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take
dictation.

Announcements
100-199

1
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14
17
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18
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26
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28
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53

54

41

40

39
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SO

42

52
56

68
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© 2006 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
Ail rights reserved.

10 "Ben- "
11 Render
harmless
12 Ten-percent
donation
13 Move quickly
18 Froze over
21 Test site
25 Sound of
distaste
26 One of the
Three Bears
27 Preacher
Roberts
29 NASA's orbiting
DOWN
outpost
1 Toasty
30 Three-way
2 Not in port
junction
3 Best built
31 Goods
4 Puerto Rico port
transporter
5 Sister of Meg,
35 Shortstop, e.g.
Jo and Amy
36 Turnpike, e.g.
6 Vocal showcase 37 Peak in Sicily
7 Party faction
40 Some: Fr.
8 Heritage
41 Lennon's love
9 "A Streetcar
42 Holiday honcho
Named Desire" 45 Halloween mo.
character
49 Safe places

63

1

69

71

57

62

d/

68

37

43

r

3<J

FOUND: JACK RUSSELL
TERRIER NEAR RUSSELL
UNION ATGEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY. PLEASE
CALL CAROL AT 681-0399
8:00 a.m. TO 5:00 P.M. OR
587-7650 AFTER 6:00.

47

55

58

36

35

46
■19

1

130 Lost & Found
2A

45

■ 4S

110 Auditions
Looking for singer(s)/Drummer for 311 Cover band. If
interested contact Weston at
(678)643-2331.

31 1

30

29

25

33

44

13

■ 22

4

27

12

19

^9 23

32

11

10

18

18

20

http://www.gsuads.com

64
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73
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NOTICE - While the newspaper
makes every effort to screen
bogus offers and ads, please
remember if an offer seems to
be too good to be true, it probably is.
Reach Georgia Southern students with a publication they
really read... Over 100,000 copies of the G-A Daily circulate
each month. For more info:
ads@georgiasouthern.edu

New Voices.
New Services,
New Attitude.
www.gadaily.com
There is No Option!
50 Holiday
launcher
51 Certain shells
53 Vapors
54 Extreme
55 Give birth to
57 Lumpur

140 Other
Announcements

60
61
62
63
64

Fare- -well
Hoarfrost
PC image
Long, long time
Legal eagle
Janet
66 Top

Badminton Club! Come join in
the fun on Thurs/Tues at 5pm
and/or Fri 2pm on Court 3 in the
RAC. No experience or equipment? No porblem! For more
info, call (912) 678-1717.
Guys, would you be interested
in partaking in the beginnings
of a Christian Fraternity? We
are starting a chapter of Theta
Xi here at GSU.

Buy or Sell
200-299
210 Autos for Sale
2006 VW BEETLE CONVERTIBLE less than 3500k
mi. Auto 6-speed Harvest Moon
Beige Black Cloth Roof Beige
Leather Int. Multi Disc CD
$23,000 OBO 912-687-2392

Anagram City
©2006 PuzzleJunction.com
Listed below are the names of 12 US cities. The letters have been
scrambled, however, and must be rearranged to find the correct name
of each city. To get you started, we've given you the states in which the
cities are located. Good luck!

I have a 2001 Burgandy/Red
convertible spyder eclipse for
sale w/a tan top. Brand new top
& in good condition. Asking
$6,700. If you are interested
contact Connie:(912) 427-6064
or Leah: (912) 294-6074

1. ZEABNMO (MT)
2. MATOAC (WA)

1988 K-5 Blazer w/35" tire 4"
lift and set of 31" tires Good
condition $3500 912-871-6276
leave riiessage

3. T F I N L (Ml)
4. ONCVAI (CA)

260 Miscellaneous
for Sale

5. DGIRTA (OR)

Drumset: TAMA Rockstar-DX
5-piece with cymbals, dark
blue-green, good condition,
S450 cash only, 912-481 -2143

6. RELLABI (KS)
7. WAAMGA (MA)

Bed lofts for sale; standard size
to fit dorm rooms. Saves space
and easy assemble. S100 OBO
call Jessica 770-843-4548

8. SARELILC (PA)

28" TV with remote. $50 Call
(770) 262-2604

9. UPADHAC (KY)

Don't throw away that junk...
turn your trash into cash. Trying selling it online and in print
with a G-A Daily action classified ad. It's free for students.
Visit www.gadaily.com to find
out more!

10. AUYKDSSN (OH)
11. ENOORM (LA)
12. TARSNNOC (Rl)

Need t-shirts for your group?
Prices as low as SS/shirt. Contact
Lauren at (770)361-5813.
Dresserforsale matches mirror.
Like new, has 6 drawers. Can
help deliver one block from
GSU. Foe more info please call
912-601-6645.
Magnavox TV for sale, 25 inch
has two remotes, excellent
pictures. 3 years old. For more
info call 912-651-6645. Will
deliver.

270 Motorcycles for
Sale
Pampered Chef Kitchen Tools,
Kitchen Shows, Bridal Showers
Registry, free, half-price and
discounts. Call 681-7453 after
• 5:30 p.m.
MOTORCYCLE! 2003 HONDA CBR600RR. Red and black.
Excellent condition. 9100 miles,
lots of aftermarket parts and
accessories. http://loligagger.
dotphoto.com $7000 obo 912678-9729

Employment & Job
Services
300-399
360 Jobs/Part Time
Distinguished lownhome community new to the area seeking
hardworking and outgoing leasing agents. Please email resumes
to hkidwell@cbeech.com

380 University Work
Sales Representatives Needed!
The George-Anne Daily is now
accepting resumes for sales
representatives in the advertising department. We are looking
for outgoing, highly motivated
people.
No experience is required.
Job Requirements include:(but
are not limited to)
- Daily office hours
- Monthly meeting attendance
- Email and phone correspondence
- Knowledge of local area businesses
- Means of transportation
Please email resume with references to Ads Manager at ads 1@
georgiasouthern.edu
Questions? Call 912-681-5418..
Join a great team by helping
us deliver the George-Anne
Daily. We are looking for a few
dependable individuals who
would like to earn good pay for
a part time job four days a week.
If you would like to get up and
get at it, and get your work done
early, then this might be a job
for you.The Right Candidates
for this Job...

Starterlf you have these qualities
and would like to make S75 or
more per week for running an
early morning newspaper delivery route for a few hours each
day, please contact the Office of
Student Media or Josh Harper,
Distribution Manager in the Williams Center for an application.
We are located in Rooms 2017
and 2022 of the Williams Center.
You must apply in person.
Got an Eye for Grammar?
The George-Anne Daily is now
accepting resumes for copyeditors.

Job Requirements include:(but
are not limited to)
- Daily office hours
- Able to work nights four days
a week
- Knowledge of grammar- Writting skills
Please email resume to gaeditor@georgiasouthem.edu
Deadline to appy September
29th.
Questions? Call 912-681-5246.

390 Wanted Jobs
We are hiring ad typists for our
company http://www.neoearning.com. World Wide Position Open. Please contact us at
http://www.neoearning.com/
contact.php
Looking for someone to lay linoleum in house. Contact Jenna at
(770)354-8495.

Housing & Real
Estate

400-499

430 Mobile Homes
14x76, 3 BR/2BA mobile home
for sale in nice park near GSU.
Included: couches, washer &
dryer, entertainment system.
$12,500. Call 912-844-0188.
1997 Fleetwood 14x70 mobile
home with 3br/2ba, near GSU.
Central heating/air, includes
appliances and w/d. 514,500.
Call 912-687-3849.

450 Roommates
Looking for a roommate?Trying
to sublease your place? Put the
G-A Daily to work for you. Free
classified for students in print
and online. Visit www.gadaily.
com for information

470 Student Housing
FOR RENT BY OWNER. STADIUM WALK APARTMENT.
TWO BEDROOMS, WASHER,
DRYER. $425.00 per month.
Some pets allowed. Lease required. Call 912 541 4885.
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Buy or Sell
Autos for Sale
Auto Parts for Sale
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellanneous for Safe
Motorcycles for Sale
Trade& Barter
Wanted

- Must Have a Good Driving
Record
- Must Be an Energetic Self-
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bath, all inclusive, lakeside view, pool, corner
privacy, GREAT PRICE-motivated tenant
relocating. Call 717 422 3402

Find a New Friend - Mick

This adorable, young
black lab/retriever mix is

SUBLEASE!!! Someone to take over my
lease. Brand new duplexes out pass the fair
grounds. $385 all inclusive, which also
includes high speed internet and 5 HBOs.
Great roommates to live with. Please contact
912-429-3244.

just waiting for someone

Looking for someone to sublease and apartment at Campus Courtyard, $320.00 a month.
Available anytime after October 1st.

date on his shots and has

SUBLEASE!!! Spring 07 female needed,
campus club bedroom C. will pay $100 of the
rent, available jan 2007 contact me through
email nsegar03@yahoo.com

to play with and love. He
is! Mick is smart, lovable,
house trained and get
along great with other
animals. Mick is up-tobeen altered.
Humane Society of Statesboro and
Bulloch County Animal Rescue Division
Statesboro, GA • 912-681-9393
bullochanimalrescue@yahoo.com

group discounts.

Services

Miscellaneous
900-999

600-699
610 Education & Tutoring
Need help in math? Math tutoring through
Cal. I, $10/hour, 706-255-2945 orhmg8zat@
yahoo.com
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list
of things to do that are educational and
fun. http://www.stp.georgiasouthem.
edu/funstuff/

Travel
700-799

910 Pets & Pet Supplies
LOST DOG black female lab mix with pink
collar 1 year old, 50 pounds, white under chin,
on paws and tip of tail, very friendly, went
missing Saturday night during the fireworks
(10:30pm), if found please call Stephanie at
404-808-1812
Columbian Red Tail Boa. 55 gal. tank and
all accessories included. 200 obo (706)8306411.
Shih-Tzu 4 sale, 9 weeks, 21bs. brown/tan/
white $350
2 Tegu Lizards for sale MUST SELL $50 or
both. Please call for more info. Ask for Jenna
912-541-4129

ALTERATIONS
Quality Alteration Shop
Quick Turn Around

Ann Hill, Seamstress

7 South Main St. • Downtown
M-F 9-6 • Over Cobbler's Bench . 489-1825
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PSSSH, HOQ WOULDN'T UNDERSTAND. VOU OBVfOUSLV
DON'T 6WE A CMP ABOUT THE WEATHER/ / DON'T EVEN
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MAN, HE SURE "STORMED"
Off. I 6UESS THAT
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You must include your name, address and phone number and "dot.edu" address for freebies. Go online and
prepare your non-commercial message. No phone calls
please, at this price we don't take dictation.
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DANGERFIELD

900 Miscellaneous
910 Pets & Pet Supplies

• •7

© 2006 PuzzleJunction com

BALL

800 Transportation/Rides
800 Transportation/Rides

To play: Complete the grid so that every
row, column and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solvel 2

BY BILLY 0'KEEFE

COME ON, JUST A UTTLE.
HUMOR ME, I MfSS MV JOB.'

700 Travel
710 Spring Break Travel

New Voices, New Services. New Attitude

Travel with STS to this years top 10 Spring
Break destinations! Best deals guaranteed!
Highest rep commissions. Visit www.
ststravel.com or call 1-800-648-4849. Great

Apartment for sublet: 2 bed 2

Services
Education &Tutoring
Financial Aid/Loans
Legal Services
Resumes/Typing/DTP
Services/Miscellaneous

www.gadaily.com

Spring Break Bahamas 5 Days/4 Nights from
$199 per person Includes Cruise Transport &
Resort in The Bahamas - Other Packages also
Available Book Early for FREE VIP Party
Package! Toil-Free 1-888-85-BEACH (1888-852-3224) www.GoBahama.com

Male, wanted to sub-lease apartment in Garden District.395.00
per month utilities included.
Available now. Call 912-8716696.

600
610
620
630
640
650

CoveriHf the Web Litei a Swarm of Electrons...

- Must Be An Early Riser &
Have Early Morning Free

- Must Have Dependable Transportation

500 Personals
500 Personals

Housing & Real Estate
Apartments
Lofts & Rooms
Mobile Homes
Real Esate for Sale
Roommates Wanted
Storage & Moving
Services
470 Student Housing

710 Spring Break Travel

- Must Be Able to Pass a Background Check

480 Subleases
490 Vacation Rentals

400
410
420
430
440
450
460

480 Sub Leases

Funny Folks
K

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

No previous experience is required.

Monday • Tuesday. Wednesday • Thitirsday

C

Announcements
Auditions
Freebies
Lost& Found
Other Announcements

Female Subleaser needed
A.S.A.P. Septmember rent free.
Live with 2 fun girls near campus. Call Drew (912) 618-0571

The George-Anne Daily

K

100
110
120
130
140

300 Employment & Job
Services
310 Career & Job Services
320 Child Care Needed
330 Child Care Provider
340 Internships/Volunteer
350 Jobs/Full Time
360 Jobs/PartTime
370 Opportunities/Business
380 University Work
390 Wanted Jobs

- Must Be Trustworthy & Dependable

Covering the Campus like a Swarm of Gnats

T

CLASSIFIED
CATEGORIES
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Pollack out for the year with neck injury

Check out GADaily.com!

Former Georgia standout David Pollack was placed on the injured
reserve list by the Bengals on Monday. Pollack injured his neck making
a tackle in the first quarter of Cincinnati's 34-17 rout of the Cleveland
Browns on Sunday.

To check the dates of any Georgia Southern
sporting event, check the calendar on the homepage. Archived articles are also available in .pdf
form.
Also, check our website immediately after Eagle
football games for postgame recaps.

Head Coach Marvin Lewis told the Associated Press that Pollack's spinal cord was not damaged, and his injury is not career-threatening.
The first-round draft choice is expected to be fully recovered by next
season.

Men's soccer defeats Gardner-Webb
I

GSU News Service
Four different players scored as
the Georgia Southern men's soccer
team defeated Gardner-Webb, Saturday afternoon, 4-3.
Forward Jon Cox scored the game
winner in minute 85, his third of the
season, after receiving a breakaway
ball from teammate Calvin Simon.
The goal put the Eagles up 4-2 with
only five minutes remaining in the
game.
Earlier in the first half, with 16:06
on the clock, host Gardner-Webb
(0-3-2) was the first to tally a goal.
Runnin' Bulldogs Chris Salvaggione
scored his first of two on the day.
Senior Brad Mitchum tied up the
game just 34 seconds later.
His second goal of the season
came off a penalty kick, which
sneaked by keeper Dane Geraci in
the lower right corner.
Salvaggione added his second
goal at the 17:39 mark to go ahead
2-1, which would be the Runnin
Bulldogs' last lead of the match.
Just a minute later, senior Jason
Tindall stole a ball after cutting off
the defender's passing lane. Moving
toward the goal and finding a spot in
the top-left corner, Tindall scored his

first goal of the season, tying up the
match, 2-2.
The Eagles took the lead before the
end of the first half when sophomore
Daniel Smith finished an unassisted
goal that came off a steal. Georgia
Southern led 3-2 going into the
locker room.
Just 2:30 minutes after Cox netted
the Eagles' fourth goal in the second
half, Gardner-Webb's Miguel Pinzon
connected on a direct free kick, closing the margin to 4-3.
The Runnin Bulldogs outshot the
Eagles 20-18, but time ran out, and
Georgia Southern gained its first win
against GWU in just three meetings
since 2004.
Junior keep er Brian Young earned
the win, saving five shots on goal. He
improves his record to 3-1, having
started for the Eagles in the last two
matches.
Georgia Southern (4-2) finished
its road trip with two consecutive
wins. Head coach Kevin Kennedy
and the Eagles return to Eagle Field
on Wednesday to take on Southern Conference opponent UNC
Greensboro.
The Eagles' first Southern Conference game of the season is slated
for 5 p.m.

This weekend's
scorers

Georgia Southern concluded its
weekend of golf Sunday, finishing
in 10th place at Minnesota's Gopher
Invitational.
In a field of 12 teams, the Eagles
improved their score after each of
three rounds, recording a 311-307306-924 (+60).
The par-72, 7,020-yard course
located at Spring Hill Golf Club saw
sophomore Ryan LeFevre finish tied
in 19th place, carding a 73-79-75227 (+11).
His final round was good enough
to jump up five spots from Saturday's
performance.
Taking the title was the Stanford
team, carding a 301-291-297-889

(+25).
Stanford finished Saturday's
first two rounds
tied for second
place with SMU,
but edged out
last year's winner
LeFevre
Minnesota for the
top spot.
Stanford's Zack Miller shared the
individual crown with SMU's Colt
Knost, both finishing at 2-under.
Miller carded a 71-71-72-214 (-2),
while Knost finished with a score of
71-67-76-214 (-2).
"Overall, it was agood experience,"
said head coach Larry Mays. "We'll
try to use this weekend's play as a
valuable learning experience and use

Eagles' Kearse out for the season
Philiadelphia Eagle defensive end
Jevon Kearse. will miss the duration
of the 2006 season.
Kearse sustained multiple ligaments sprains in Sunday's overtime
loss against the New York Giants,
including his medial collateral ligament.
During the Giants' first possession
in overtime, Kearse collided with
Eagle defensive tackle Mike Patterson
while attempting to sack quarterback
Eli Manning.
Kearse already had 3 and a half
sacks in two games this season, and
had 7 and a half in 2005.

Brad Mitchum

It's been a long, rocky road for Maurice Clarett.
The former Ohio State running back who scored the game-winning
touchdown in the 2002 national championship game was sentenced to
at least 3 and a half years on Monday after pleading guilty to aggravated
robbery and carrying a concealed weapon, according to the Associated
Press.
Clarett allegedly robbed a cell phone and flashed a gun at two victims
on Jan. 1. Things only got worse for the troubled athlete when he was
arrested on Aug. 9 after police found four loaded guns in his SUV following a highway chase.
The 22-year-old pled guilty to the charges and apologized to the court
for his behavior. He was sentenced to seven and a half years, with possible
release after 3 and a half.

Men's soccer vs. UNC
Greensboro, 5 p.m.

Jason Tindall

Friday

Women's tennis at UTC Clas-^
sic, 12 p.m.

Saturday

Men's soccer vs. Appalachian
State, 1 p.m.

Women's soccer vs. Davidson, 2 p.m.
Daniel Smith

John Cox

Goals by period
1
Georgia Southern 3
Gardner-Webb
2

Anna Mitchum/STAFF
GSU Junior Brian Young battles for possession in this file photo.The Eagles
defeated Gardner-Webb 4-3 on Saturday.

2 Total
1 4
1 3

What's next for the Eagles:
The first SoCon matchup of
the season, Wednesday at 5
p.m. vs. UNC Greensboro.

+/- par

889

2. Minnesota

+30

894

3. SMU

+32

896

4. Michigan State

+36

900

5. Lamar

+38

902

6. Indiana

+44

908

7. Northwestern

+51

915

8. Ohio State

+52

916

9. Notre Dame

+54

918

10. Georgia Southern +60

924

11. Denver

+75

939

12. Finland

+103

967

Tuesday

MLB: Braves vs. Nationals, 7:05
p.m.
James (10-3) vs. Perez (0-0)

MLB; Braves at Rockies, 8:35
p.m.
Smoltz (13-9) vs. Kim (8-11)

NCAA Football: Georgia
Tech vs. Virginia, 7:30, ESPN
PGA: Valero Texas Open,
ESPN

Saturday

Complete Saturday college
football outlook in Thursday's
George-Anne.

Sunday

NFL: Falcons at Saints
8:30 p.m., ESPN

Grayson Hoffman/STAFF
Georgia Southern sophomore Emma Knight works on her backhand in
practice. The Eagles women's tennis team placed in every bracket at the
ETSU Fall Invitational this weekend.

Former GSU Women's tennis finishes
player signs with 3 first-place wins
pro contract
Former Georgia Southern men's
basketball standout Julius Jenkins has
signedapro contract with ALBA Berlin
of the German Bundesliga.
Jenkins, GSU's all-time leading
scorer with 1,870 points, joins the
seven-time German champion after
spending the 2005-06 season with
Belgian outfit Euphony Bree. Jenkins
returns to Germany, having already
spent two seasons with Nurnberg of
the Bundesliga second division.
In his one season at Bree Jenkins
averaged 18.5 points per game, tops in
the league, helping guide the team to a
third-place finish in the standings. His
19.7 ppg average in the ULEB Cup was
fourth-best among all players.
He had his best season as a professional in 2004-05 with Nurnberg
averaging 27.1 ppg and was named
Bundesliga MVP. He shot 56 percent
from the floor and 47 percent from
3-point land. Jenkins was a three-time
All-Southern Conference performer
and earned All-Freshman team distinction in 1999-00 after scoring a GSUfreshman record 419 points.

NATIONAL

Thursday

Final
+25

Football at UT-Chattanooga,
6 p.m.

MLB: Braves vs. Nationals, 7:35
p.m.
Cormier (3-5) vs. Ortiz (10-14)

2006 Gopher Collegiate Invitational
I.Stanford

Volleyball at Wofford, 2 p.m. ,

Wednesday

it for next week."
Georgia Southern next travels
to Birmingham, Ala. for the Shoal
Creek Intercollegiate next Monday
and Tuesday.

GSU News Service

Clarett pleads guilty, sentenced to prison

Wednesday

Volleyball vs. Savannah
State, 6 p.m.

GSU Newsservice

Special Photo

LOCAL

Thursday

Eagles finish tenth at Gopher
Invitational in Minnesota
GSU News Service

This week
in sports

The Georgia Southern women's
tennis team wrapped up play at the
ETSU Fall Invitational with three
first-place, three second-place and
three third-place finishes.
"Everyone had another great day
today and I'm really proud ofthe girls'
competitiveness and the way they
played in their first tournament," said
head coach Amy Bartlett-Bonner.
"This weekend has been great
experience for our team for the
spring, and that's what we were trying
to accomplish," she said.
In doubles action, Lauren
Wolken and Kelli Helms clinched the
top spot in the A2 bracket, defeating
a team from Radford 8-4.
Heather Reynolds and Kristi
Kegerreis took second in the Al
bracket and Emma Knight and
Jessica Matlosz claimed third place
in the A2 bracket. Both doubles
pairs defeated teams from Western
Carolina.
Two Eagles took first place in
their singles brackets. Wolken was
perfect on the weekend, defeating
ETSU 6-0, 6-1 and Radford 6-1,
4-6 (10-4).

Also claiming a first-place finish was Matlosz who won matches
against Lincoln Memorial (6-1,6-0)
and Appalachian State (6-3,6-3).
Clinching second-place finishes
in their respective brackets were
Reynolds and Kegerreis. Reynolds
took her first match of the day from
Western Carolina 6-1,6-2, but fell 6-7
(5), 6-4 (10-7) in her championship
match versus Appalachian State.
Kegerreis also claimed a win
against Western Carolina (3-6, 6-1
(10-8)) in her first match Saturday,
but lost the second match 6-1, 6-3
to Lincoln Memorial.
Rounding out the day for the
Eagles were Knight and Helms,
who each took third place in their
brackets. Knight lost her first match
6-3,6-3 to Radford, but rebounded,
taking the second match 6-3, 6-2
over Mars Hill.
Helms also dropped the first
match 6-1,6-2 to Radford, but came
back to defeat Appalachian State 6-1,
6-4 for a third place finish.
The GSU women's tennis team
will play their next matches this
weekend at the UTC Classic. Matches
will be Friday, Saturday and Sunday
at 12 p.m.

Carolina at Tampa Bay
1 p.m., FOX
NY Giants at Seattle
4:15, FOX

Division l-A
APTop25
1. Ohio State

3-0

2. Auburn

3-0

3. USC

2-0

4. West Virginia

3-0

5. Florida

3-0

6. Michigan

3-0

7. Texas

2-1

8. Louisville

3-0

9. Georgia

3-0

10.LSU

2-1

11. Virginia Tech

3-0

12. Notre Dame

2-1
3-0

14. Iowa

3-0

15. Tennessee

2-1

16.TCU

3-0

17. Oklahoma

2-1

18. Florida State

2-1

19.Clemson

2-1

20. Arizona State

3-0

20. Boston College 3-0
22. California

2-1

23. Nebraska

2-1

24. Penn State

2-1

25. Boise State

3-0
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Corn is a staple
of many Latin
American cultures.
TRACY QLANTZ/KRT

IWho invented the
Caesar salad?
a. The Argentinean cook
Dona Petrona de Gandulfo
b. Douglas Rodriguez,
in honor of social activist
Cesar Chavez
C. Cesar Cardini,
a Mexican restaurateur
d. The chef Francesco
Leonardi

3 What food company
did Spanish immigrants Prudenclo and
Carolina Unanue start in
1936?
a. Goya
b. Old El Paso
c. Taco Bell
d. Faraon

2 Where do lima beans
come from?
a. Cuba
b. Guatemala
c. Paraguay
d. Uruguay

4 What Is flan?

5 If you ask for a
tortilla in Spain,
what do you get?
a. A flat, thin bread
b. A chocolate torte
c. A com chip
d. An omelet

a. A Central American
cocktail
b. A caramel custard
c. A Spanish toast with
olive oil and garlic
d. A creamy fruit sherbet
typical of the Caribbean

BY ELIO LETURIA
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

"SABOR LATINO" means Latin
flavor — a mix of new and old, exotic and
simple, colorful and earth-toned. All that,
plus a little (or a lot) of spice.
When the Spaniards encountered the
Americas on their way to India, they found
a bounty of flavor. New foods challenged
both European and native taste buds. The
Africans arrived and brought their share.
And so did the Asians.
Today, Latin American food is rich in
culture, and Hispanics are passionate
about it. "Where did that fruit originally
come from?" and "Who created that
dish?" are often topics of serious food
conversations. But when it's time to eat,
talk turns to sharing. At mealtime, you are
likely to hear; "The house is small but the
heart is big" or "My home is your home."
So in the spirit of Hispanic Heritage
Month, we invite you to join a celebration
of diverse cuisine.
Test your palate with our trivia game
and find out how much Latino flavor lives
in you.

6 What do the words
"dulce de leche," "manJar bianco," "cajeta" and
"arequipe" refer to?
a. Appetizers
b. Soups
c. Entrees
d. Desserts

7 What is in a Cuban
sandwich?
a. Chorizo and fried plantains on combread
b. Chicken, avocado and
blue cheese on a roll
c. Roast pork, ham, Swiss
cheese, mustard and pickles
on grilled French bread
d. Turkey and lettuce on a
flour tortilla

«# A What is an authentic
I I steak taco?
a. A grilled com tortilla
with steak, onions and
cilantro
b. A grilled flour tortilla
with steak, onions and lettuce
C A fried com tortilla with
steak, onions and cheese
d. A grilled com tortilla with
steak, tomatoes and lettuce

8 Mexicans have
tortillas. Salvadorans
have pupusas. What
would be the equivalent
for Colombians and
Venezuelans?
a. Arepa
b. Pan concha
c. Gordita
d.Mollete

9 Match the following dishes with
the proper country:
a. Mofongo
b. Mangu
c. Pabellon Criollo
d. Carapulca
1. Dominican Republic
2. Venezuela
3. Pern
4. Puerto Rico

«j f\ What is the
1 U basic ingredient that offers flavor
and color to the Spanish
paella?
a. Achiote
b. Paprika
c. Saffron
d. Tomatillo

ANSWERS: 1.c;2. b;3.a;4. b;5.d;6.d;7.c;8.a;9.a.and4, b.and 1,c.and 2,d.and 3; 10.c; 11 .a

s #1 Japanese Resturant
i|esboro!i!
Open All Day Everyday 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Dine In, Take Out or DRIVE-THR U!
AH New

upress Bowl

Chicken Bowl
Shrimp Bowl
Steak Bowl

Jr. $2.99
Jr. $3.95
Jr. $4.95

Express Bowl Combo
Chicken Bowl Combo
Shrimp Bowl Combo
Steak Bowl Combo

$4.50
$5.50
$6.95

Nikko Bento
Super Health Combo I
- Super Health Combo II

Jr. $4.50
Jr. $5.50
Jr., $5.95

(All combos served with drink, rice,
choice of salad, vegetable or extra rice)

$5.95
$6.95
$7.95

Maki SUSHI Combo
$5.95
$4.50
$4.50

12 pieces

• Vegetable Combo $3.50
• California Comob $4.95
■ GSU Combo
$4.95

2 Locations
Nikko Steakhouse
Nikko Express
609 Brannen Street
701 Peidmont Loop
489-4007

(Buckhead Plaza)

We accept Eagle Express!
489-4003
est in Boro 4 years & Best Sushi 11th Hours Readers Choice

Take a BITE
the 'Boro!
00

ADS(jo)GEORGIASOUTHERN.EDU
UVW.STP.GEORGIASOUTHERN.EDU

NNE

FANTASY

715 Northslde Drive East in Southern Square Center • Next to K-Mart
Jr. Chicken Bowl $3.15
Jr. Shrimp Bowl $3.95
Chicken Bowl $4.50
Shrimp Bowl
$5.50
Shrimp/Chicken $5.75

We Can Quickly Make Your Favorite Dish.
So You Get In and Out in a Hurry

""

Terlyahl ChicKen St Shrimp
Sushi • Salads • Appetisers and Much More...

"©.HfiB**

Hour*: II AM

9 PM 7 Days A Week

U VKIIHM SI

"MS*-™0

KYOTO
EXPttSS

now in
-jfKtAtesbore .«»
Southern Square JFtodlW'j

wtvw.capitaijapan.com

—

,

RENTING MOVIES JUST
GOT EASIER!

For the rest of September ALL
Rentals
only .99*
(including video games)
Offer includes both Video Warehouse stores!
1200B BRAMPTON AVE
199 NORTHSIDE DRIVE
871-7012
489-4279

